
 

 



 

     

Vical  
 

Vical offers from its beginnings decorative articles with a strong hand made 

character. 

 

As time goes by, the company opens to new markets and products giving a 

response to the high demand, adding furniture collections and a wide 

range of home products specially focus on the decoration world. 

 

Nowadays we have a versatile and functional catalogue, full of styles and 

tones, warmness, elegance and exoticism, following the heart of 

professionals of the details and taking good care of our customers, without 

forgetting the excellent quality of our work. 

 

We offer the best professional answers to satisfy our customer needs in terms 

of aesthetics and trends functionality, providing to our customers home 

decorative articles and furniture based in the innovation, quality and 

service, approaching in a reasonable way decoration worldwide trends to 

an objective public. 

 

 Intergift 2019 
 

From September 11 to 15 we are at Intergift fair Madrid 2019, one of the 

most recognized furniture and decoration fairs in Spain. This edition will be 

bursting with new trends in furniture and interior design for the winter 2020 

season. 

Our new main collections of lamps, furniture, armchairs, textiles, paintings 

and antiques are on the way to surprise, and to enchant our professional 

public, and their clients. 

Our two brands VICALHOME and VICALCONCEPT will be present each one 

with their own booth, under the brand VICAL. 

We will be located in the pavilion 3, Stand 3E01 – 3E02.  



 

     

Vicalhome & Vical Concept 
 

In September 2014, we decided to go for growth and we created a new 

line, Vical Concept, that picks up the most innovating and avant-garde 

furniture and decoration trends to take them to your home. 

VICALHOME stands up for values as the brand, singularity, novelties, price, 

wide range, and exclusive natural materials that makes each piece unique. 

 

VICALCONCEPT stands up for values as fashion, daring pieces, and very 

trendy. Our goal is to be a reference in the home decoration and furnishing 

scope. 

 
 

Stable Catalogue 
 

 
All the brand elements can be find in wide and exclusive catalogue where 

you can discover the creations of Vical Home and Vical Concept lines. 

 

DISCOVER our catalogue through the following link: DOWNLOAD. 

 

 
 

http://www.vicalhome.com/es/content/26-memory-2018


 

     

Contact 
 

 

Contact Person: Patricia Boluda 

E-mail: patricia@vicalhome.com 

Telf: +34 660113515  

 

 

VICALHOME S.L. 

POLIG. EL CARRASCOT S/N 46850 L'OLLERIA (VALENCIA)  

TEL. 962 200 060 | FAX 962 208 136  

vical@vicalhome.com 
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